THOMPSON FERTILIZER SPREADERS

SAVE LABOR—Spread Uniformly
all kinds of Dry Fertilizers

No matter how thin or how heavy the application, there is a Thompson Spreader which will do the job for you. This uniform spreading adds to the economy of high analysis fertilizers. Tell us what you wish to spread, the application desired, and we will recommend the type of Spreader for the purpose.

The Thompson Golf Special Seeder broadcasts grass seed evenly and accurately as fast as a man will walk. Backed by 36 years ofSeeder and Spreader building experience. Write today for literature.

O. E. THOMPSON & SONS
451 River Blvd.
Ypsilanti, Michigan

Dame Nature As a Greenkeeper
By FRANK W. CURRIER
Greenkeeper, St. Thomas Golf and Country Club

To THE article of D. Fountaine in March GOLFDOM I would like to add a few remarks, but not to criticize, as his article is quite sensible. I don’t believe in the curing method, but I believe in the preventive method, as there is a cause for all these grass complaints.

I will consider winter-kill first. You will always find the conditions he mentions on heavy clay or loam courses simply because the water does not get away, and total draining would be an expensive and almost impossible method on some rolling courses with limited funds. The practical prevention, I believe, is to keep rollers off altogether after rolling in the spring. Then, again, light tractors should be used only on heavy courses. It almost seems to be forgotten that when these heavy tractors roll these courses twice a week the soil is simply packed down to such an extent that water cannot get through it and there is no air in the ground. There is only one remedy; if you must use heavy tractors see that you use the longest studs in the wheels that you can get. They will perforate the ground, let air in and keep loosening the ground, which will help quite a lot. With a light tractor and long studs ice will never bother.

The next subject is brown-patch, Mr. Fountaine asks about trying “Dame Nature.” I might say I have been advising this for 2 years now. I don’t think there is need for such things as winter kill or brown-patch. They are, I believe, mainly improper soil conditions promoted by the misuse of different chemicals used today in greenkeeping.

It is no use trying “Dame Nature” with a green that is already contaminated with brown-patch or winter kill. It would not be giving “Dame Nature” a fair show. Rebuild a green and stick to “Dame Nature’s” methods.

LECCO makes hungry turf healthy!

LECCO is a scientifically balanced diet for fine green and fairway grasses. Its vast improvement over the hit-or-miss composition of the antiquated compost pile brings to you a certainty of results, a speed in turf development and savings in time, money, labor and suspense that account for its high endorsement by leading greenkeepers. LECCO does not spoil when dry.

LOOK INTO THESE LYMAN CARRIER PRODUCTS, TOO

COCOOS CREEPING BENT
Its sensational success on the west coast is being repeated at foremost clubs in central and eastern states. A superb putting surface, and practically immune to brown-patch. Guaranteed purity of 90% or better. Insist on the genuine Carrier Cocoos.

WASHINGTON CREEPING BENT STOLONS
From the original and carefully preserved strain developed by Lyman Carrier. By far the most popular moderately-priced strain of bent in the country. Carrier’s nursery methods assure you the healthiest, purest Washington strain stolons.

LYMAN CARRIER
Granger, Indiana
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